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[MyPillow Founder & CEO Mike Lindell (Wikimedia Commons,  

Gage Skidmore)] 

(Feb. 11, 2021) – [Editor’s Note: The following represents several weeks’ worth of round-the-

clock intensive research, collaboration and verification of the evolution of the 

“Hammer/Scorecard” narrative which has preoccupied an untold number of Americans since 

the November 3, 2020 presidential election wherein what appeared to be an easy victory for 

incumbent Donald J. Trump was transformed overnight into a reversal in every “swing” state in 

favor of Democratic candidate Joe Biden, who now occupies the Oval Office. 

Arising from the confusion of the election aftermath were writers Mary Fanning and Alan Jones, 

who purported to know how the “steal” from Trump was effected. As this publication has 
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reported over a number of years, the “Hammer/Scorecard” narrative is yet another iteration of 

a tale emerging more than seven years ago, with different claims, by Dennis L. Montgomery, a 

self-described software designer whose relationship with the U.S. intelligence community cost 

American taxpayers millions but reportedly yielded nothing except unsubstantiated claims. 

All of the evidence presented here is gleaned from publicly-available documentation.] 

In November 2013, at the direction of former Maricopa County, AZ Sheriff Joseph Arpaio, two 

investigators, Michael Zullo and Det. Brian Mackiewicz, were dispatched to Seattle, WA to 

interview former government subcontractor Dennis L. Montgomery pursuant to his allegations of 

illegal U.S. government surveillance of residents of Arizona and the nation using a secret super-

computer of his design and creation he dubbed “The Hammer.” The initial interview, which 

eventually extended to Arpaio, would launch a yearlong investigation that ultimately showed 

Montgomery to have produced none of the evidence he purported to have and defrauded the 

Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office of $120,000. 

Dennis Montgomery rose to notoriety as the former CIA subcontractor deemed “The Man Who 

Conned the Pentagon” and has now thrust himself into the presidential election circus through 

the efforts of Mary Fanning and Alan Jones at The American Report. 

Montgomery’s infamous past has been the subject of many articles at The Post & Email. 

However, Fanning and Jones have deliberately failed to disclose any of Montgomery’s dubious 

past dealings to their readers, including findings by two federal judges, respectively, of “perjury” 

and “fraud.” In one breathtaking example, Fanning and Jones neglected to inform their audience 

of Montgomery’s six-count felony indictment from Clark County, NV for allegedly passing a 

check with insufficient funds in the amount of $1.8 million in a Las Vegas casino, a case which 

remains open after more than a dozen years. 

Despite caution having been advised to Fanning and Jones years ago, Montgomery, who has a 

lengthy, well-documented history of fraudulent and unsubstantiated claims, appears to have 

mesmerized the two “investigative journalists” with fantastical stories of his time working 

sporadically as a subcontractor for the CIA dating back over two decades. 

Montgomery has claimed for nearly four years, through Fanning and Jones, to have “built” The 

Hammer. More recently, Montgomery added an alleged vote-altering software, “Scorecard,” to 

his narrative as to how the 2020 presidential election outcome was allegedly changed from 

Trump to Biden but has provided no proof to support any of his claims. 

Worked his way into documentary 

Since March 17, 2017, Fanning and Jones have identified Montgomery as their sole source of 

information on “The Hammer,” including during their appearances on Dave Janda’s “Operation 

Freedom” and, more recently, Brannon Howse’s WVW-TV shows. 

Fanning colleagues Lt. Gen. Thomas McInerney (Ret) and former NSA program developer J. 

Kirk Wiebe accordingly hailed Montgomery as “a world-class American statesman” and “an 
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American hero,” respectively, and Howse established a page on his website opining that all 

Americans should hold Montgomery in the highest regard. 

Fanning’s strategy changed, however, when on January 3, 2021, she reported in an article and on 

January 13 claimed to Howse to have in her possession evidence of foreign interference which 

allegedly changed the outcome of the U.S. presidential election. To Howse’s audience, she 

noticeably omitted any reference to The Hammer, Scorecard, or Dennis Montgomery. At that 

point, Fanning referenced only an unnamed “source” of the evidence and an unidentified 

“whistleblower” who allegedly brought evidence of election-tampering to then-FBI Director 

James Comey in 2015. While the individual can be none other than Montgomery based on 

Fanning’s own reporting over the years, to those not having followed the story, that detail would 

not have been evident. 

Fanning’s new claim was incorporated into Lindell’s “documentary” on alleged election fraud, 

“Absolute Proof,” released last Friday, on which Lindell appeared to rely as not only credible 

evidence of vote-tampering, but also hand-down proof of same. 

As has been noted by at least one software expert, the information is inconsistent with 

established facts and is therefore highly questionable. 

The “cybersecurity analysts” Fanning invoked to Howse remain unidentified and unvetted. 

The Post & Email can now report that in a devastating 2013 audio recording, Fanning and 

Jones’s star witness, the self-professed inventor of a government supercomputer named “The 

Hammer,” can be heard remarkably telling Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office investigators that 

he actually never invented, built or was consulted in the creation of the alleged CIA spying 

computer,“The Hammer”! 

The newly-released recordings of voluntary statements Montgomery gave to MCSO 

investigators contains the astonishing revelation that he in fact did not create or invent “The 

Hammer” and stands in direct contradiction to his reported claims made to Fanning and Jones 

over the last nearly-four years, calling into question the validity and credibility of Fanning and 

Jones’s only uncorroborated source. 

Zullo told The P&E that during interviews with the MCSO alleging illegal government 

surveillance, Montgomery never mentioned vote-altering software, “Scorecard” nor having 

played a part in creating any such product. “Neither did he tell this tale to Federal Judge Royce 

Lamberth in 2014,” Zullo said, referring to a 2014 interview Zullo arranged so that 

Montgomery’s information could be evaluated by a federal authority. 

1. Montgomery: “Ft. Washington…a very secretive place…you’re guarded at the gates…” 

[Recording 1] 

2. Montgomery: “So, basically, I did not see The Hammer yet; I didn’t know anything about it…” 

[Recording 2] 
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3. Montgomery: “They had already purchased it…” 

Mackiewicz: “Did they consult you?” 

Montgomery: “No, because they knew…” 

[Recording 3] 

“The recording of Montgomery’s voluntary 2013 interview absolutely devastates the foundation 

of Fanning’s already challenged body of work and calls into question the validity and credibility 

of her only uncorroborated source, Dennis Montgomery,” Zullo said. “This is just one example 

of a long list of Montgomery’s inconsistent statements, manufactured claims and continued 

embellishments of his ever-morphing narrative.” 

Zullo told The P&E that this was not the only time Montgomery had represented to them that he 

did not build or have anything to do with the procurement of the government supercomputer 

which Montgomery described as Top Secret. And this was not the only time investigators would 

find Montgomery’s “glaring contradictions, embellishments and outright lies,” Zullo said. Zullo 

stated that Montgomery made similar admissions in his formal interview with the Arizona 

Attorney General’s Office in December 2013, a transcript of which The Post & Email has sought 

through a public-records request. Zullo said that Montgomery would later change his story from 

his original interview and credit himself with building The Hammer, albeit without any proof. 

During the “free talk” that same year with Zullo and Mackiewicz and attorneys from the Arizona 

Attorney General’s Office, Montgomery described The Hammer as capable of accessing 

hundreds of proxy servers throughout the world and surreptitiously retrieving information 

without detection and in encrypted fashion. Montgomery claimed to have “invented” the 

software programs responsible to accomplish this highly sophisticated task. He also claimed the 

ability to retrieve the packet internet information traveling over internet highways, store it and 

later reconstruct the information from stored drives in order to put the gathered intelligence in a 

readable fashion. Montgomery called this process “Packet Reconstruction,” Zullo said, and 

claimed to have all types of information stored on 425 one-terabyte hard drives and to have 

liberated it from The Hammer’s purported location in Ft. Washington, Maryland. 

However, the exact programs and operations described by Montgomery were actually disclosed 

by Edward Snowden some months before Montgomery decided to emerge as a “whistleblower” 

and divulge his purported secrets. 

“The NSA already had and was utilizing a number of clandestine surveillance tools similar to 

those Montgomery described, and they were now public knowledge,” Zullo told The Post & 

Email. “Snowden’s revelations came months before Montgomery surfaced. The government 

software programs such as Narus, Verint, Xkeyscore, ThinTread and Trailblazer were already 

operational and had been for a number of years and not of Montgomery’s creation. All of them 

did exactly what Montgomery described to investigators and claimed his ‘invention’ could do. 

There is a very strong possibility Montgomery pored over the Snowden documents and created 

his spy story out of whole cloth. It all sounds good, but he just can’t prove any of it. What was 
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becoming apparent to us in our dealings with him was he was always coming up with 

information after the fact. If it was in the news, out of the blue he had some type of information 

about it; he was always late to the party.” 

Zullo said that Montgomery in 2013 made no claim of “Scorecard” or having any knowledge of 

vote-altering software in either his free talk or his testimony before Lamberth, at which Zullo 

was present. It was a question that Zullo himself point-blank asked Montgomery, with 

Montgomery’s response being he had no knowledge of any vote count-altering capability. This is 

well-documented and preserved on video and was turned over in federal court. 

Zullo has also told The P&E that Montgomery’s claim of being at Ft. Washington has not been 

corroborated on any level. “Montgomery would have you believe he was working at Ft. 

Washington from early 2009 to late 2010, but documentation reveals that the Blxware contract 

where Montgomery was purportedly dispatched to Ft. Washington as a subcontractor was short-

lived,” Zullo said. Signed in January 2009 and remaining in effect only until March of 2009, the 

Air Force terminated the contract because the software “failed to meet its expectations.” 

“Montgomery wanted investigators to believe that he actually stole 425 hard drives containing 

evidence of illegal government surveillance over a short period of time, by his own description, 

from an ultra-secure government facility, without getting caught,” Zullo said. “Think about this: 

he wants you to believe he stuck 425 hard drives down his pants and just walked out of a super-

secret secure facility that by his description rivals that of a James Bond movie.” 

“Fanning has been feverishly trying to find anyone of credibility to validate Montgomery and his 

Hammer/Scorecard claims,” Zullo added. “Unsuccessful in her quest, she points to the 

Declaration of Dr. Navid Keshavarz-Nia, which Sidney Powell used in her Michigan election 

lawsuit.” 

In his affidavit, Keshavarz-Nia makes reference to Hammer and Scorecard, which Fanning 

declared as proof of the existence and validity of Hammer/Scorecard. However, upon closer 

examination, Keshavarz-Nia based his reference solely on the confirmation of Lt. Gen. 

McInerney, Kirk Wiebe, and Dennis Montgomery. 

Fanning and Jones’s iterations of their claim to possess the answer to the means by which the 

election was allegedly “stolen” have drawn in such well-known figures as MyPillow CEO 

Michael J. Lindell; Gen. McInerney; Attys. Lin Wood and Sidney Powell; and Wiebe, once a 

strong Montgomery critic. 

“Gen. McInerney has stated publicly he received all his information from Fanning with no 

independent confirmation,” Zullo said. “Kirk Wiebe, who has already declared Montgomery 

committed fraud against the MCSO, publicly claims he hasn’t seen any of Montgomery’s 

information but relies solely on Montgomery’s representations and Dennis Montgomery himself. 

This is hardly independent proof being it all originates with Montgomery. It proves nothing.” 

“The USIC has developed the Hammer and Scorecard tools, which were released by Wikileaks 

and independently confirmed by Lt. Gen Thomas McInerney (USAF, retired), Kirk Wiebe, former 
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NSA of icial and Dennis Montgomery, former CIA analyst),” Keshavarz-Nia wrote in his 

affidavit. 

On October 31, 2020, Fanning and Jones shocked the world when they reported that 

Montgomery had determined that an alleged government supercomputer dubbed “The Hammer” 

was switching votes en masse from Donald Trump to Joe Biden. Their article, issued three days 

before Election Day, claimed that “The Hammer,” along with software Montgomery called 

“Scorecard” which he said he invented, targeted eight states in a vote-switching scheme aimed at 

stealing the election for Biden. 

Offering yet an even more salacious allegation, Montgomery claims, without a shred of 

evidence, that former FBI Director James Comey demanded that Montgomery turn over his 

purported Scorecard software source code to the FBI as part of a 2015 immunity agreement with 

the DOJ. The January 3, 2021 American Report article claims that the DOJ and the CIA have the 

Scorecard source code and Comey was the last person to acquire it. Also according to the article, 

Montgomery did not give the software’s source code to either China or the United Kingdom, 

which Montgomery recently claimed possess clones of the original “Hammer.” 

To this Zullo cautioned: 

I would be very leery of the claim that Comey ordered Montgomery to turn over the only 

copy of “Scorecard.” It is Montgomery removing the liability of having to ever produce 

the software that can be the only verification of his claims. 

This in my opinion is a setup, Montgomery has shielded himself from having to produce 

the program because he says the FBI has it; go ask them. This is a tactic he has used in 

the past and failed, only this time he has set the stage with the excuse prior to being asked 

to produce it. He avoids producing evidence to verify his claim. When the FBI says they 

don’t have it, Montgomery will tell you they are lying. So once again he does not have 

the software. 

It appears Montgomery wants by inference to leave the reader with the notion that Comey 

and other government officials gave the vote-stealing software to aid foreign 

governments in their evil endeavors. Again, this is out of the mind of Montgomery with 

zero proof of the allegation and Fanning just prints it. There is no proof that this 

Scorecard thing ever existed and no proof that this was the focal point of the immunity 

agreement. This is just what Montgomery is saying today. 

Montgomery had threatened a number of times to sell his information to the Russians 

during the investigation. He would point out homes of what he described as Russian 

Mafia figures and tell us he could sell it to them. He was always angling for money. He 

would try to use the threat of selling the info as leverage against us. This is illustrated in 

2014 real-time emails that were turned over in federal court. Montgomery is always 

trying to sell “The Hammer” and his information to anyone who will pay him. 
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It is also my understanding that Fanning has been trying to peddle Montgomery and his 

purported Hammer capabilities by approaching people with claims he has a back door 

into the government machine and can get information that would garner national 

attention. I think this information may be true; I turned over a recording of Montgomery 

telling us that he has a back door into the government computer and can access it at 

will,again without proof. My personal opinion is Montgomery uses the Hammer story to 

cover up for his own misdeeds. “Blame the government” is his central theme. 

Montgomery is going to position himself as the man who has or can get the info you 

need: pay him and he will get it, and he will do his best to make it all look real. Fanning 

is playing with fire. 

In an even more astonishing allegation, Montgomery claims that there are now three Hammer 

systems operating in different countries, alleging someone other than him transferred the 

technology. 

Despite a lack of evidence or corroboration, the “Hammer/Scorecard” narrative has been 

replicated on countless blogs and alternative media sites, while becoming front-and-center at 

Howse’s website and WVW-TV broadcasts. All the while Fanning and Jones have been 

concealing Montgomery’s lengthy history of unsubstantiated claims; false accusations made 

against others, including a sitting governor; and role in a 2003 international incident in which the 

U.S. asked France to ground a number of airliners for fear of a terrorist attack. Rather, the duo 

has relied solely on Montgomery’s word and the very minimal documentation he has provided 

against the backdrop of accusations, at least one of which was made under oath, of his falsifying 

an email provided in court as evidence. 

The result of the naivete and lack of due diligence or perhaps outright omission on the part of the 

two self-declared “investigative journalists” is that some of America’s most prominent people 

are now ensnared in an unsubstantiated story which continues to evolve, jeopardizing their good 

reputations, credibility, and potentially their livelihoods. 

Zullo has had much to say and testified to his time overseeing Montgomery’s purported 

production of evidence to the Sheriff’s Office over the course of 2014. As The Post & Email has 

carefully documented since late 2015, when Zullo first spoke about the assignment, an initial 

compilation of thousands of data records Montgomery proffered to the MCSO led Arpaio to 

believe that Montgomery’s claim of government-initiated bank-account breaches victimizing 

Maricopa County residents required investigation. However, when Zullo and Mackiewicz 

brought 47 hard drives provided by Montgomery as evidence to three former high-level NSA 

employees, one of whom was Wiebe, and were told in a scathing report they contained nothing 

of value or even of government origin, the investigation was concluded, along with 

Montgomery’s remuneration of $10,000 monthly. 

In a 2019 interview between former NSA official Bill Binney, another of the three analysts to 

whom Zullo and Mackiewicz delivered the hard drives, and Jason Goodman of “Crowdsource 

the Truth,” Binney can be heard describing his interaction with the detectives and the 

information proffered by Montgomery. 
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[Embedded video] 

Tellingly, Binney states that while he believes Montgomery’s claims require investigation, he 

also speculates that Montgomery could be engaged in “nefarious activity for the CIA.” He stated 

that the information they viewed from Montgomery’s hard drives did not originate with any NSA 

Tap, but rather, came from Montgomery’s own Tap. He went on to say Montgomery was doing 

something but it was not the NSA from what they could determine. 

In a December 23, 2020 interview with The New American, Wiebe stated he “has a friend who is 

operating The Hammer on his computer,” with the video having been removed from YouTube’s 

servers. “If true, by his account it would appear that anyone can get access to the ‘Hammer’ from 

their basement,” Zullo observed. 

It was Zullo who created all of the recordings of Montgomery’s MCSO interviews on his iPhone 

in a law-enforcement capacity with Montgomery’s consent, a detail Fanning and Jones have 

failed to disclose, instead echoing Montgomery’s more recent claim that he was “illicitly 

recorded.”  

Fanning and Jones dubbed Zullo’s recordings “The Whistleblower Tapes” after they were played 

during Arpaio’s federal trial in November 2015 and leaked to The Phoenix New Times without 

disclosing that PNT published them first. Zullo has said over the years that Fanning did not have 

all the recordings of all the information or knowledge the Sheriff’s Office had gleaned as a result 

of the investigation. 

Rather than doing the necessary due diligence and background on Montgomery as well as 

acknowledging Zullo was responsible for uncovering Montgomery’s fraud perpetrated on the 

sheriff’s office and their original source on the story, Fanning and Jones instead have dedicated 

time and effort in attempting to whitewash Montgomery and discredit Zullo in some of the most 

blatant defamatory ways, particularly in their book published last August titled, “THE 

HAMMER is the Key to the Coup: The Political Crime of the Century.” 

Zullo is The Post & Email’s source of information on the Montgomery investigation and the 

recording in which Montgomery states he did not construct The Hammer. Zullo is a firsthand 

witness who interacted with Montgomery for over 16 months in an official capacity. Zullo has 

always brought documentation to substantiate his claims, most of which was testified to and 

supporting documentation turned over in federal court, as The Post & Email reported in 

November 2015 as it unfolded. 
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“Hammer” Hoaxer Infiltrates Lindell’s 

“Absolute Proof,” Part 2  

"UNPROVEN CLAIMS" 

by Sharon Rondeau 

https://michaeljlindell.com/ 

(Feb. 11, 2021) — On Trump’s last Friday in office, MyPillow CEO Mike Lindell was 

photographed at the White House with typewritten notes he carried into a brief meeting with 

Trump appearing to suggest options by which Trump might remain in office via invocation of 

the Insurrection Act and a possible “National Emergency” declaration stemming from a 

September 2018 executive order concerning foreign interference in U.S. federal elections. 

Notably, Lindell said in later interviews that he shared information he received from The 

American Report‘s Mary Fanning with Trump and/or those surrounding the president at the time. 

On February 5, Lindell, a longtime Trump supporter, released a two-hour video, “Absolute 

Proof,” with Fanning credited as one of the producers and main sources of information, during 

which he presented what he claimed to be evidence of widespread 2020 ballot fraud in several 

“swing” states sufficient to change the outcome of the election. Without providing a source, 

Lindell displayed statistics resembling those exhibited by former White House Trade Advisor 

Peter Navarro in his three-part report produced after the election claiming that Trump, in fact, 

won the election over Democrat Joe Biden.. 

The Post & Email cannot confirm Lindell’s data was extracted from the “Navarro Report.” 

However, numerous lawsuits filed on behalf of the Trump campaign which did not receive oral 

argument made similar allegations as to illegal voting in Nevada, Arizona, Georgia, Wisconsin, 

Michigan and Pennsylvania allegedly more than sufficient to alter the election outcome. 
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At the 1:36:00 mark in the video, Lindell introduces Fanning, who has now altered her “Hammer 

and Scorecard” narrative to one in which she alleges that foreign countries commandeered the 

election away from Trump in acts of “cyberwarfare.” In fact, during her approximately 20-

minute soliloquy, Fanning does not mention “Hammer” or “Scorecard,” nor does she mention 

the name “Dennis Montgomery,” even though in previous writings and broadcasts she has 

credited him with this work. 

 
Image Source: Richard’s Watch;; from The American Report, January 3, 2021 

Through the use of video technology, Fanning claimed in Lindell’s video that China, Iran, Iraq, 

Pakistan and other countries penetrated U.S. election systems, county by county, switching votes 

from Trump to Biden by the thousands. To purportedly back up her reporting, Fanning presented 

documentation displaying columns of data, including alleged IP addresses of bad actors involved 

as well as targeted IP addresses where votes purportedly resided in electronic voting equipment 

and were changed from Trump to Biden. She also revealed a dazzling video presentation 

depicting an unblockable array of attacks via the internet on election machines throughout the 

United States. China was the worst foreign offender, Lindell and Fanning alleged. 

Mike Zullo, who was assigned by then-Sheriff Joseph Arpaio to oversee Montgomery’s work as 

a confidential informant for the Maricopa County Sheriff’s Office (MCSO) throughout 2014, 

told The P&E that the video presentation and IP addresses are “hallmark Montgomery.” “I have 

seen this before in dealing with him,” Zullo said. “Montgomery’s tantalizing depiction is 

designed to have the viewer believe all these countries worked in tandem precisely at the same 

time in a choreographed cyber dance altering vote counts. That same video ‘documentation’ 

appeared on Montgomery’s website, Blxware.org, some weeks prior to the Lindell documentary 

and have since been removed; this, too, is all Montgomery. Montgomery used video 

presentations to dazzle government officials as part of his scheme to defraud the government. I 

viewed them and they were also turned over as evidence to a federal court.” 

Like Lindell, Fanning does not reveal her source other than to say that an undisclosed number of 

“cybersecurity analysts” reportedly working for the United States were responsible for gathering 

the evidence of election interference beginning on November 1, two days before election day. 

https://richards-watch.org/2021/02/06/massive-cyber-attack-by-china-on-record-mike-lindells-absolute-truth-on-election-fraud/
https://theamericanreport.org/2021/01/03/proof-positive-coordinated-cyberwarfare-attack-against-us-by-china-russia-iran-iraq-pakistan-to-steal-election-from-trump/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/12/14/fox-news-considered-montgomery-story-but-passed/
https://blxware.org/
https://books.google.com/books?id=P7zaAgAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=P7zaAgAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false


Zullo told The P&E he is extremely concerned that Lindell has not been made aware of 

Montgomery’s past and that none of Montgomery’s information has been properly vetted. 

“Lindell may very well end up being a victim of another con and Fanning has brought this trojan 

horse into Lindell’s world,” Zullo continued. “Fanning’s new tactic of not revealing the name of 

her source, which is easily determined by the revelation and previous crediting of Montgomery 

by name in her many articles over many months, clearly demonstrates that she is actually aware 

of Montgomery’s credibility issue. I know she is acutely aware of his defrauding the sheriff’s 

office yet she continues to remain silent and conceal him from public view and scrutiny. A 

simple internet search would have revealed it all.” 

Montgomery was credited in a 2010 Playboy article as “The Man Who Conned the Pentagon” 

for having claimed, in the years following the 9/11 attacks, that software he allegedly invented 

could detect hidden messages in Al Jazeera broadcasts. Montgomery’s claim contributed to a 

declaration by then-DHS Secretary Tom Ridge of a “Code Orange” resulting in the grounding of 

French airliners just before Christmas and of Pentagon officials considering shooting down 

additional aircraft. It was later determined that none of the information was valid. 

“This doesn’t bode well for Mike Lindell who, from my observation, honestly believes the 

Montgomery information brought forward by Fanning is legitimate,” Zullo said. “Fanning’s 

information was the grand finale of the film. It is just a matter of time before Montgomery comes 

to the surface and his work and reputation are thoroughly scrutinized. I fear it will all fall apart 

and the media will seize the opportunity to discredit everyone and their information appearing in 

the documentary. I understand that Montgomery’s information already has problems. While I 

personally do believe there was voter fraud and election-tampering, and there are some very 

creditable people who presented information in Lindell’s documentary, based on my personal 

experience, I find it very difficult to believe anything Montgomery brings to the table. Mary 

Fanning may very well have planted a poison pill in that body of work. This is either sheer 

journalistic dereliction or outright sabotage. It is just inconceivable to me that anyone with any 

gray matter in their head would interject this guy, with this background, into this national crisis 

that for certain will be litigated. The thought of Montgomery testifying on behalf of the President 

is absolutely horrifying. Fanning’s concealment of Montgomery’s identity smacks of 

premeditation and willful intent. She knows he is a land mine; she just does not want you to 

know.   

“It is always important to remember that it is not what you know, think or believe; it is what you 

can prove that matters, and Montgomery has not been able to prove anything for seven years. He 

has never demonstrated that any software he claims he created since 2001 ever worked,” Zullo 

said. 

In his 2014 book, “Pay Any Price: Greed, Power, and Endless War,” author James Risen 

dedicated his entire second chapter to Montgomery’s purveying of his purported inventions to 

the Pentagon and the CIA in the wake of the 9/11 attacks, claiming his software could detect an 

impending terrorist attack. The chapter includes Montgomery’s denials of having misled 

Pentagon officials as to the software’s capabilities while at the same time, revealing some of the 

pitfalls of the government’s hiring of contractors whose primary interest is financial gain. 

https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=121667905
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=121667905
https://books.google.com/books?id=P7zaAgAAQBAJ


Montgomery attempted to sue Risen and his publisher over the chapter but failed to produce the 

software that would prove his claim and the case was dismissed. 

Appealing to audiences apparently vulnerable to uncorroborated information, the documentary 

has garnered widespread distribution even while being censored by YouTube. Further, Lindell 

has been a guest on Steve Bannon’s “War Room” and a number of other prominent radio 

programs touting the video, which he says presents the “absolute proof” as to how the election 

was taken from Trump. 

The Post & Email asks why “Hammer” and “Scorecard” are no longer mentioned; who the 

purported “cybersecurity analysts” are who gathered Fanning’s presented information and their 

level of expertise; how the data was gathered and verified; whether or not the purported evidence 

was provided to the FBI for investigation; and whether or not it has been corroborated. Are the 

charts Lindell claims as “absolute proof” “evidence,” “proof,” or neither? 

In response to Lindell’s video, Zullo said: 

Every piece of evidence put forth must be weighed, challenged and perhaps substantiated by 

additional facts, i.e., other factual “evidence” to determine whether it is relevant and factual, 

either separately or in totality that is sufficient to bring the trier of fact to the logical conclusion 

that any of this actually occurred. Montgomery’s trademark is to overwhelm with voluminous 

content, kind-of like hiding the devil in the details. It is all part of the grand illusion.  To 

conclude what has been presented to be actual proof is premature.  We are a long way from there 

at this point. Many people simply do not understand the difference between evidence and proof. 

What I have observed in the documentary can be categorized simply as evidence of the 

accusations, some of which admittedly is compelling at first blush. However, it is not absolute 

proof on any level at this juncture.  That is not to say it won’t be at some point in the future. 

I do want to be very clear I fully support Mike Lindell and am grateful for the enormous sacrifice 

he has made to bring this information to the public. But I strongly believe that much of this 

comes down to credibility of witnesses, and Montgomery just does not have it. There are others 

who I believe can bring the very creditable information forward and will not be hampered by the 

monumental credibility issues of Montgomery. Additionally, should Montgomery’s work 

become in conflict with others’ or proven to be completely unfounded, as I suspect will be the 

case, it will do irreparable harm to the entire effort. Montgomery’s stuff should have been left on 

the cutting-room floor. If Lindell  was not made aware of Montgomery’s issues, that 

responsibility rests squarely on Mary Fanning and Brannon Howse, because they know all about 

it. I know personally they both were warned. 

In 2016, a federal judge wrote in an opinion that Montgomery committed “fraud” against the 

MCSO in 2014 by claiming to possess evidence of government surveillance but never producing 

it. In 2009, a federal magistrate judge referred Montgomery to the U.S. Justice Department for 

perjury, an accusation which was not prosecuted due to the lawsuit from which it arose reaching 

a settlement. A third federal judge, Rudolph Contreras, admonished Montgomery for failing to 

provide the software and source code at the heart of his defamation lawsuit against Risen which 

Montgomery himself initiated. 

https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/4238906/montgomery-v-risen/
https://listen.warroom.org/e/episode-712-how-to-win-w-dan-schultz-mike-j-lindell/
https://mediaassets.abc15.com/html/pdf/Melendres.PDF.pdf?_ga=1.125221962.1714977591.1463180483
https://www.scribd.com/document/275664852/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-645-Order-Re-Source-Code-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056
https://casetext.com/case/montgomery-v-risen-8?q=dennis%20montgomery&PHONE_NUMBER_GROUP=C&sort=relevance&p=2&type=case


The “analysis” to which Fanning referred in the Lindell video consists of a chart bearing multiple 

columns of data alleging  thousands of pages of the type of documentation as shown on the 

WVW-TV broadcast of January 13, albeit lacking a source or forensic evidence. 

On Monday, former CIA agent, former State Department Office of Counterterrorism official and 

business owner Larry C. Johnson published his observations of Fanning’s assertions in the 

Lindell video at The Gateway Pundit, writing: 

Mary Fanning claims to have evidence that foreign servers, including locations in China and 

Iran, were changing vote totals in specific counties. Unfortunately, she has not published any of 

this alleged evidence. You just have to trust her. But I dug into the information she is relying on 

and learned that her source is Dennis Montgomery… 

The key to beating the lie that there was no election fraud is evidence–documentary, electronic 

and eye witness. The fact that Dennis Montgomery, according to Mary Fanning, is at the heart of 

this worries me. 

Updated information The Post & Email received just prior to press time appears to support 

Zullo’s concerns. In an update to Johnson’s article of which The Post & Email learned just prior 

to press time, The Gateway Pundit wrote that software “technologist” and subject-matter expert 

Yaacov Apelbaum rendered an analysis of the data from Fanning’s presentation in the Lindell 

video, identifying a number of inconsistencies. GP reported: 

Here is what Yaacov observed: 

1. The data is not sorted. That would be virtually impossible for any select output statement that 

created the file. 

2. Many of the IP addresses do not match the source and target locations specified. 

3. Some of the company/entity names don’t match the location specified.  

4. The document uses DBA names for companies instead of the actual legal name, which is what 

you would get if you did an actual IP-> organization resolution. 

5. All of the destinations are protected with firewalls, so, the “INTRUSION METHOD” 

referencing the word “FIREWALL” is meaningless. Also, from the limited attack vocabulary it 

obvious that whoever wrote this is not familiar with actual cyber offensive operations. 

6. Source date format is incomplete and is missing the time zone 

7. Some of the records are incomplete, for example row 24 states that “TRUMP: DOWN 

44,905”, but failed to add the “Y” entry under the “SUCCESS” column 

8. The tabs on the spreadsheet show that the titles were created manually (“Sheet 1” vs. 

“Sheet1”), which is unlikely if this date came from an automated process 

https://www.worldviewweekend.com/tv/video/was-russian-operative-involved-us-capitol-raid-lt-general-mcinerney-says-world-war-iii-has
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/02/larry-johnson-hammer-scorecard-real/
https://theamericanreport.org/category/home/the-hammer/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/02/larry-johnson-hammer-scorecard-real/


9. The values in the field titled “TARGET ID”, which have the format of a MAC address, were 

most likely created with a random number generator. A sampling of some of these numbers 

yielded no results 

————- 

With the unvetted information from Fanning and Jones, Lt. Gen. Thomas McInerney (Ret) has 

touted “The Hammer ” in various forums as the answer to why Trump lost the election and 

described Montgomery as “a world-class American statesman,” no doubt without knowledge of 

Montgomery’s past. WVW-TV host Brannon Howse has hosted Fanning touting Montgomery by 

name on prior broadcasts, but inexplicably stopped referencing Montgomery by name, as did 

Fanning, several weeks before Lindell released his video on which all three, along with Jones, 

are credited as contributors and/or co-producers. By that time, Montgomery was known only as 

the SOURCE. Clearly not an accident, but a coordinated effort. 

Much of what has been brought forth by Fanning appears to coincide with Montgomery’s past 

method of operation that is easily gleaned from his documented history and Zullo’s firsthand 

experience with Montgomery. 

The 2011 New York Times article cited in Part 1 states that former Republican Senator Conrad 

Burns spoke to Montgomery’s fraudulent demonstrations of his non-functional software, 

obviously impressed by what he saw “In an interview, Mr. Burns recalled how impressed he was 

by a video presentation that Mr. Montgomery gave to a cable company. He talked a hell of a 

game,” the article reported. 

Prior to Twitter closing his accounts, Lindell tweeted links to The American Report ‘s articles 

with a reference to “Blxware.org” purporting that along with the federal government, the now-

defunct company for which Montgomery worked between 2006 and 2009, Blxware, was 

engaged in illegal surveillance. On the website, Montgomery sought donations to fund his 

alleged exposure of government corruption and had raised more than $74,000; as of this writing, 

the fundraising portal appears to have been removed. Zullo warned earlier that Montgomery was 

going to try to “monetize” his new efforts, which he did. 

On Tuesday, Jason Goodman of “Crowdsource the Truth” called Lindell at his office and 

attempted to caution him about Fanning’s source, a gesture Lindell rejected. “I didn’t get my 

information from them, sir,” Lindell told Goodman. “I got my [information] from other sources 

inside the government that have nothing to do with them…” 

Lindell briefly appeared interested in Goodman’s offer to “help,” but moments later ended the 

call abruptly with, “Lose my number…you’re working for Dominion. Goodbye.” 

Questions remain as to the motive(s) behind Fanning and Jones’s persistence in promoting 

unproven claims which continue to shift from one focus to another. Responsible investigative 

journalism involves time-consuming research, verification through interviews with firsthand 

witnesses and collection of official documentation, and corroboration by others without an 

agenda and provable expertise in the subject matter. Regardless of how often a claim is made, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/20/us/politics/20data.html
https://www.thepostemail.com/2021/02/11/hammer-hoaxer-infiltrates-lindells-absolute-proof-2/
https://www.startribune.com/twitter-shuts-down-mypillow-account-after-previously-banned-ceo-mike-lindell-took-it-over/600018057/
https://blxware.org/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/11/13/dennis-montgomery-gofundme-page-removed/
https://twitter.com/JasonGo38450754/status/1358149212488278016


without verifiable evidence to support it, the claim remains nothing but an effort to dominate 

headlines, garner website clicks and deliver financial profit to its purveyors. 

What follows is a meticulously-researched timeline of litigation involving Dennis Montgomery 

beginning in 1993. As demonstrated by frequent excerpts from court transcripts and links to 

news articles, all items are gleaned from public information. Given the history, readers should 

judge for themselves whether or not Montgomery’s claims, absent verifiable evidence, can be 

considered credible. 

Litigation History of Dennis L. Montgomery, 1993-present 

 

September 1993:  A former research assistant, Penne Page, at 3Net 

Systems, Inc. sues her former supervisor, Dennis Montgomery, the 

company’s vice president holding partial ownership in the company, for 

sexual harassment.   

 

Court records show Page, who was employed as a research assistant, 

would level the following accusations against Montgomery in her 

lawsuit:   
 
“On many occasions during plaintiff's employment, Montgomery asked plaintiff to 
orally copulate him. During the last six months of her employment, plaintiff was 
required to travel to job sites in the United States and Canada. Several times, 
Montgomery told plaintiff he was going to show up at one of the jobsites and 
have sexual relations with her. On two occasions, Montgomery masturbated in 
plaintiff's presence during working hours, demanded that plaintiff watch him, 
asked to touch her breasts, and asked if it " 'turned her on' " to watch him. During 
one such incident, the plaintiff ran from the office to her car, but Montgomery 
followed her, grabbed her arm, attempted to grab her breasts, and tried to prevent 
her from getting into her car.” 
 

Montgomery’s attorneys would take a position claiming he could not be 

held personally liable. While initially Montgomery prevailed on this 

theory, Montgomery's legal victory was short-lived. Page will appeal the 

decision and is ultimately granted a “writ of mandate” reversing the 

lower court’s decision, reinstating Montgomery's legal liability, and 

Page is also awarded attorney’s fees.   While this ruling does not 

determine guilt or innocence, it indicated the appellate panel’s 

disagreement with the premise upon which Montgomery maintained he 

could not be held liable under California law.   

https://law.justia.com/cases/california/court-of-appeal/4th/31/1206.html
https://www.secinfo.com/duhPy.91d.htm#2ndPage


 

https://law.justia.com/cases/california/court-of-appeal/4th/31/1206.html 

 

  

https://law.justia.com/cases/california/court-of-appeal/4th/31/1206.html


July 26, 1995:  An SEC filing indicates Page and 3Net reached a 

settlement: 

 

 
 

https://www.secinfo.com/duhPy.91d.htm#2ndPage 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

September 30, 1996:  In an administrative action, the Securities and 

Exchange Commission (SEC) issues a “cease-and-desist proceeding” 

against 3Net Systems, Inc. after discovering “FALSE AND 

MISLEADING DISCLOSURES IN 3NET'S FORM S-18 AND 

FISCAL 1992 FORM 10-KSB” associated with software, “FAILSAFE,” 

which did not perform as billed or was not provided as contracted.   

 

https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/337344.txt 

 

September 28, 1998:  Montgomery and Warren Trepp form “Intrepid 

Technologies, LLC,” later renamed eTreppid Technologies (p. 6 of 

referenced PDF), with Montgomery designated as “Chief Technology 

Officer and Committee Member” (p. 103). 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/276963425/ET-v-DM-State-644-11-

Thru-19-Feb-7-2006-Hearing-Exhibits 

 

https://www.secinfo.com/duhPy.91d.htm#2ndPage
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/337344.txt
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/337344.txt
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963425/ET-v-DM-State-644-11-Thru-19-Feb-7-2006-Hearing-Exhibits
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963425/ET-v-DM-State-644-11-Thru-19-Feb-7-2006-Hearing-Exhibits


July 16, 2004:  Gianna G. Santistevan files for a temporary restraining 

order for “domestic violence” against Dennis L. Montgomery which is 

granted and maintained for approximately 14 months.  Case No. FV04-

02745, Washoe County, NV 

 

https://www.washoecourts.com/Query/DetailedCaseSearch 

 

Full case docket:  

https://www.washoecourts.com/Query/CaseInformation/FV04-02745 

https://www.washoecourts.com/Query/DetailedCaseSearch
https://www.washoecourts.com/Query/CaseInformation/FV04-02745


January 10, 2006:  Montgomery abruptly leaves eTreppid and an FBI 

investigation is launched into missing source code and classified 

information (p. 6). 

https://www.thepostemail.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/275559455-

DM-FBI-Search-70-Gov-Docs-Unsealed-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00263.pdf 

In early February 2006, eTreppid files suit against him for allegedly 

stealing source code necessary to fulfill the company’s Air Force 

contract 

Later that year, Montgomery countersues eTreppid for allegedly failing 

to compensate him for his “copyrighted” inventions while he worked 

there.   

 https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-

22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2#download 

 

During his testimony, Warren Trepp accuses Montgomery of “lying” to 

him (p. 101) 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-

22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2#download 

 

January 31, 2006:  Trepp tells the FBI that Montgomery “has a bad 

temper and has been verbally abusive to employees and known to throw 

objects.” 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/09/02/fake-news-in-the-age-of-the-

internet-part-5/ 

 

 

February 7, 2006:  In a hearing in eTreppid v. Montgomery, 

Montgomery testifies that the year 1994 was “after 3net” and that he was 

https://www.thepostemail.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/275559455-DM-FBI-Search-70-Gov-Docs-Unsealed-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00263.pdf
https://www.thepostemail.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/275559455-DM-FBI-Search-70-Gov-Docs-Unsealed-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00263.pdf
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2#download
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2#download
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2#download
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2#download
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/09/02/fake-news-in-the-age-of-the-internet-part-5/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/09/02/fake-news-in-the-age-of-the-internet-part-5/


“self-employed as a consultant” with a company named “Pacific 

Consulting” between 1993 and 1998 (pp. 127-129 of transcript.) 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-

22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2 

 

Trepp testified that Montgomery’s attorney and CPA had recommended 

that Montgomery be paid as a contractor as a result of "tax loss carry-

forwards from prior lawsuits where he had losses in them and that he 

didn't need to get the deductions…" 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-

22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2 

 

 

 
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/279996067/eTreppid-v-DM-26-2-

Montgomery-Mar-13-2006-Declaration 

https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2
https://www.scribd.com/document/276963247/ET-v-DM-State-644-21-22-Feb-7-2006-Transcript-Vol-2
https://www.scribd.com/document/279996067/eTreppid-v-DM-26-2-Montgomery-Mar-13-2006-Declaration
https://www.scribd.com/document/279996067/eTreppid-v-DM-26-2-Montgomery-Mar-13-2006-Declaration


 

March 13, 2006:  In eTreppid v. Montgomery, defendant Montgomery 

submits a sworn “Declaration” stating that “From September 1998 

through December 2003 ,”  he was “paid by eTreppid Technologies 

solely as an independent contractor” at the company despite having 

provided “software compression technology” to eTreppid “in return for 

50% of the company” (p. 4). 

 

“As of  January 2004, I  became an employee of  eTreppid,” 

Montgomery then s tated.  

 

 

September 11, 2006:  A former coworker of Montgomery’s at 

eTreppid, Sloan Venables, tells Air Force investigators Haraldsen and 

Smith that he found Montgomery “nuts and a crazy compulsive liar,” 

“abusive to subordinates,” and “would threaten subordinates and instruct 

them to not engage with TREPP” (co-founder of eTreppid).   

 

 



Trepp told investigators that eTreppid gave Montgomery $1.3 million 

and a 50% ownership in the company at the outset in 1998.  Trepp also 

said that since 1991, eTreppid loaned Montgomery “a total of about $1.5 

million” due to financial difficulties and that approximately one month 

before Montgomery departed eTreppid, “7-8 Dec 2005,” Montgomery 

requested a loan of $270,000 “to pay down casino and other debts.” 

 

   
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/275559455/DM-FBI-Search-70-Gov-

Docs-Unsealed-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00263 

 

Trepp said disks expected to contain “all data on the Source Server” 

were found to be “blank or contained no data relevant to eTreppid’s 

development efforts.” 

 

 
 

  

https://www.scribd.com/document/275559455/DM-FBI-Search-70-Gov-Docs-Unsealed-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00263
https://www.scribd.com/document/275559455/DM-FBI-Search-70-Gov-Docs-Unsealed-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00263


October 30, 2006:  In Montgomery v. eTreppid, Montgomery accuses 

former business partner and defendant Warren Trepp and then-U.S. Rep. 

Jim Gibbons of “illegal physical and electronic surveillance,” 

“eavesdropping and wiretapping” and states that he plans to file 

additional legal actions. 

Montgomery testifies that Gibbons and Trepp were seeking to “initiate 

criminal action against me.” 
 

 
 

 



 

 

 



https://www.scribd.com/document/277361190/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-

228-Oct-30-2006-Montgomery-Declaration 

 

In the same case, Montgomery claimed he possessed “no classified 

information” (p. 4): 

 

 
 
https://www.scribd.com/document/277361190/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-228-

Oct-30-2006-Montgomery-Declaration 

 

   

 

November 1, 2006:  The Wall Street Journal reports Montgomery’s allegation 

against U.S. Rep. Jim Gibbons of accepting a bribe from Warren Trepp while on a 

cruise which an FBI investigation two years later found to be unsubstantiated. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20150829013604/http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB116

234941031409783 

https://lasvegassun.com/news/2008/nov/02/attorney-gibbons-cleared-fbi-probe/ 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/277361190/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-228-Oct-30-2006-Montgomery-Declaration
https://www.scribd.com/document/277361190/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-228-Oct-30-2006-Montgomery-Declaration
https://www.scribd.com/document/277361190/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-228-Oct-30-2006-Montgomery-Declaration
https://www.scribd.com/document/277361190/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-228-Oct-30-2006-Montgomery-Declaration
https://web.archive.org/web/20150829013604/http:/www.wsj.com/articles/SB116234941031409783
https://web.archive.org/web/20150829013604/http:/www.wsj.com/articles/SB116234941031409783
https://lasvegassun.com/news/2008/nov/02/attorney-gibbons-cleared-fbi-probe/


December 14, 2006:  Montgomery files a Qui Tam lawsuit against Trepp, 

eTreppid, several of its employees, Gibbons, an FBI agent, Air Force investigator 

and others “for violation of the False Claims Act” with the claim that Trepp was 

attempting to steal Montgomery’s software source code and “defraud the 

Government.” 

https://ia601304.us.archive.org/8/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186/gov.uscourts.nvd.5

2186.2.0.pdf 

Qui Tam allows for the “whistleblower” to collect a financial award if 

successful. 

https://legaldictionary.net/qui-tam/ 

 

At the time, Montgomery claims to be the sole owner of software and  

source code “valued in the hundreds of millions of dollars and critical to 

the war on terror” (p. 2).  He also claims to have been a potential 

whistleblower and levels a bribery claim against Trepp involving then-

U.S. Rep. Jim Gibbons (p. 2). 

https://ia801304.us.archive.org/8/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186/gov.usc

ourts.nvd.52186.2.0.pdf 

https://ia601304.us.archive.org/8/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186.2.0.pdf
https://ia601304.us.archive.org/8/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186.2.0.pdf
https://legaldictionary.net/qui-tam/
https://ia801304.us.archive.org/8/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186.2.0.pdf
https://ia801304.us.archive.org/8/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186/gov.uscourts.nvd.52186.2.0.pdf


 

2006:  Edra Blixseth launches software-development company 

Opspring, later renamed Blxware, hiring Montgomery to serve as a 

partner.  Blxware would enter a government contract lasting only four 

months due to the software at the center of it failing to meet expectations 

 

June 22, 2007:  A sworn affidavit from a forensic expert reports that an 

email Montgomery submitted to the court as “true and accurate” in 

litigation with Warren Trepp was altered. 



 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/274988566/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-

199-Declaration-of-Jonathan-Karchmer 

  

https://www.scribd.com/document/274988566/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-199-Declaration-of-Jonathan-Karchmer
https://www.scribd.com/document/274988566/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-199-Declaration-of-Jonathan-Karchmer


May 29, 2008:  Magistrate Judge Valerie P. Cook orders Montgomery 

to produce the source code at issue in Montgomery v eTreppid 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/275664852/Montgomery-v-

ETreppid-645-Order-Re-Source-Code-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056 

 

July 3, 2008:  In Montgomery v eTreppid, Montgomery is questioned at 

a Show Cause hearing by a defendant’s attorney, who summarizes and 

confronts Montgomery on documents and materials requested by the 

court but not produced over a lengthy period of time. 

https://www.scribd.com/document/272718716/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-

731-6-24-OSC-Hearing-Transcript 

Magistrate Judge Cook also overrules Montgomery’s objections to her 

order to produce the source code at the heart of Montgomery’s claim to 

ownership (p. 1).  Cook states that “Judge Perry” found in 2006 that 

Montgomery “took or deleted source code from eTreppid’s computers” 

(pp. 1-2) 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/275664852/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-645-Order-Re-Source-Code-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056
https://www.scribd.com/document/275664852/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-645-Order-Re-Source-Code-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056
https://www.scribd.com/document/272718716/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-731-6-24-OSC-Hearing-Transcript
https://www.scribd.com/document/272718716/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-731-6-24-OSC-Hearing-Transcript


July 24, 2008:  Magistrate Judge Cook berates Montgomery and his counsel, 

Deborah A. Klar, for failing to produce the source code and orders a “Show 

Cause” hearing: 

 

 
 

 

 



 
https://www.scribd.com/document/275665451/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-769-

OSC-Re-Source-Code-Nev-3-06-Cv-00056 

 

July 25, 2008:   

 

September 3, 2008:  In his case against eTreppid, Montgomery is questioned as to 

his inconsistent testimony regarding whether or not he possessed information 

which could have been covered by the “State Secrets Privilege” in connection with 

an FBI search of his home in March 2006.  Upon request, Montgomery reads from 

his own earlier testimony stating he did not possess classified information but is 

confronted on his claim (May 14, 2008) that he cannot produce certain documents 

because they are classified (pp. 105-113): 

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/275665451/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-769-OSC-Re-Source-Code-Nev-3-06-Cv-00056
https://www.scribd.com/document/275665451/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-769-OSC-Re-Source-Code-Nev-3-06-Cv-00056
https://ia800904.us.archive.org/14/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.46642/gov.uscourts.nvd.46642.604.0.pdf


 
 

 

 

 

 



 
 

(Sept. 3, 2008) 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/272718760/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-833-8-18-OSC-Hearing-

Transcript 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/272718760/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-833-8-18-OSC-Hearing-Transcript
https://www.scribd.com/document/272718760/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-833-8-18-OSC-Hearing-Transcript


  

(May 14, 2008) 

https://ia800904.us.archive.org/14/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.46642/gov.uscourts.nvd.46642.604.0.pdf 

 

August 18, 2008:  At a case management conference, Trepp attorney 

Peek states that numerous documents have still not been produced by 

Montgomery and that “I certainly do have numerous hard drives from 

Mr. Montgomery.  Most of which, Your Honor, contain what I would 

refer to as garbage in; garbage out…” (pp. 12-13) 

https://www.scribd.com/doc/275665561/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-832-

TRANSCRIPT-of-Aug-18-OSC-Hearing-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056 

 

 

https://ia800904.us.archive.org/14/items/gov.uscourts.nvd.46642/gov.uscourts.nvd.46642.604.0.pdf
https://www.scribd.com/doc/275665561/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-832-TRANSCRIPT-of-Aug-18-OSC-Hearing-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056
https://www.scribd.com/doc/275665561/Montgomery-v-ETreppid-832-TRANSCRIPT-of-Aug-18-OSC-Hearing-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056


 

 

During the same hearing, Judge Cooke says she is “troubled” by 

Montgomery and his attorneys’ perceived attitude of, “So, we’re 

certainly not going to do it,” referring to her orders to produce evidence. 

 

 

September 23, 2008:  A settlement conference is convened by Judge Cook between Montgomery and 

Trepp.   

 

https://www.leagle.com/decision/infdco20080924747 

 

https://www.leagle.com/decision/infdco20080924747


 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



The other judge at the conference, Judge Pro, imposed sanctions on 

Montgomery for his failure to comply with the court’s orders (p. 63). 

 

 

 

  



September 27, 2008:  Montgomery is charged with six felony counts 

for passing checks with insufficient funds at a Las Vegas casino: 

 

https://www.clarkcountycourts.us/Anonymous/CaseDetail.aspx?CaseID

=8698813 

The charges are followed by indictments on November 3, 2010: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.clarkcountycourts.us/Anonymous/CaseDetail.aspx?CaseID=8698813
https://www.clarkcountycourts.us/Anonymous/CaseDetail.aspx?CaseID=8698813


January 2009:  Montgomery goes to work for Blxware, LLC, 

formed by Edra Blixseth in 2008, to further develop pattern-

recognition software he claims to have invented while working at 

eTreppid.  Blxware was preceded by Opspring in 2006. 

https://www.dandb.com/businessdirectory/blxwarellc-bellevue-wa-

3620202.html 

https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/4734191/in-re-edra-d-

blixseth/ 

Blixseth declared bankruptcy in March 2009. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/14/business/14yellow.html 

According to a future filing on the part of defendant United States 

in Klayman v. Obama in which Montgomery was the plaintiff 

(April 13, 2015, . (p. 2 footnote) 

 

Mr. Montgomery is a self-described inventor and software 

developer, and co-founder of a now-defunct company named 

eTreppid Technologies, LLC. See Exh. 1 at 5. From 2003 to 2005 

he performed work under a contract between eTreppid and the 

Air Force involving image-identification technology. Exh. 2; see 

Exh. 1 at 5–6; Exh. 3 ¶ 4.a. In 2009, Mr. Montgomery’s then-

employer, Blxware, LLC, entered into a short-term agreement 

with the Air Force for purposes of evaluating “video 

compression and anomaly detection and tracking” software, 

developed by Mr. Montgomery, that reportedly “would enable 

the advanced processing and exploitation of multi-media files.” 

Exh. 4 § 1.0. Blxware’s work under the contract terminated in 

mid-2009. Plaintiffs do not explain how Mr. Montgomery, while 

employed on such matters, acquired information germane to 

the NSA bulk metadata collection or PRISM programs 

https://www.dandb.com/businessdirectory/blxwarellc-bellevue-wa-3620202.html
https://www.dandb.com/businessdirectory/blxwarellc-bellevue-wa-3620202.html
https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/4734191/in-re-edra-d-blixseth/
https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/4734191/in-re-edra-d-blixseth/
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/14/business/14yellow.html


 

  



And (p. 7 footnote): 

The discrepancies between Mr. Montgomery’s prior statements and 

the claims now being made on his behalf perhaps should come as no 

surprise. In the eTreppid litigation, the court imposed sanctions 

against Mr. Montgomery for perjuring himself in a September 2007 

declaration. See Montgomery, supra, 2010 WL 1416771, at *11, *16-

18. 

 

March 31, 2009:  In deciding to grant sanctions requested by 

Montgomery’s former attorney, Mike Flynn, in his attempt to collect 

fees owed, Magistrate Judge Valerie P. Cooke concludes Montgomery 

committed perjury and “Mr. Montgomery’s September 2007 declaration 

contained untrue statements which he knew were untrue, and that this 

declaration was filed in bad faith and for the improper purposes of 

attempting to manipulate these proceedings, to gain a tactical advantage, 

to harass Mr. Flynn, his former counsel, and to subvert orders of this 

court.” (pp. 1-2) 

https://www.scribd.com/document/275423222/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-

985-ORDER-Granting-Sanctions-Re-Montgomery-Perjury-D-nev-3-06-

Cv-00056-985 

 

The New York Times (Feb. 19, 2011) reports that in May 2009, the Air 

Force canceled its temporary contract with Blxware for not meetings its 

expectations: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/20/us/politics/20data.html?_r=1 

 

  

https://www.scribd.com/document/275423222/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-985-ORDER-Granting-Sanctions-Re-Montgomery-Perjury-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056-985
https://www.scribd.com/document/275423222/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-985-ORDER-Granting-Sanctions-Re-Montgomery-Perjury-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056-985
https://www.scribd.com/document/275423222/Montgomery-v-eTreppid-985-ORDER-Granting-Sanctions-Re-Montgomery-Perjury-D-nev-3-06-Cv-00056-985
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/20/us/politics/20data.html?_r=1


December 2009: Aram Roston of Playboy Magazine, formerly of NBC 

News, publishes “The Man Who Conned the Pentagon” about Dennis 

Montgomery for the January 2010 issue  

 

https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=121667905?stor

yId=121667905 

 

November 18, 2010:  Montgomery is deposed for his bankruptcy filing 

during which strong accusations are made.  In response to some 

questions, Montgomery invokes his Fifth Amendment right to remain 

silent. 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/270829649/Dennis-Montgomery-

Nov-2010-Deposition-Transcript 

 

December 15, 2010:  Montgomery appears in court to enter a plea of 

“not guilty” to the six indictments.  His public defender states he is 

making payments toward restitution. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.clarkcountycourts.us/Anonymous/CaseDetail.aspx?CaseID

=8698813&HearingID=119552783&SingleViewMode=Minutes 

 

https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=121667905?storyId=121667905
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=121667905?storyId=121667905
https://www.scribd.com/document/270829649/Dennis-Montgomery-Nov-2010-Deposition-Transcript
https://www.scribd.com/document/270829649/Dennis-Montgomery-Nov-2010-Deposition-Transcript
https://www.clarkcountycourts.us/Anonymous/CaseDetail.aspx?CaseID=8698813&HearingID=119552783&SingleViewMode=Minutes
https://www.clarkcountycourts.us/Anonymous/CaseDetail.aspx?CaseID=8698813&HearingID=119552783&SingleViewMode=Minutes


February 19, 2011:  As referenced earlier, The New York Times 

publishes “Hiding Details of Dubious Deal, U.S. Invokes National 

Security” asserting that “Mr. Montgomery’s former lawyer, Michael 

Flynn — who now describes Mr. Montgomery as a “con man” — says 

he believes that the administration has been shutting off scrutiny of Mr. 

Montgomery’s business for fear of revealing that the government has 

been duped…Justice Department officials declined to discuss the 

government’s dealings with Mr. Montgomery, 57, who is in bankruptcy 

and living outside Palm Springs, Calif. Mr. Montgomery is about to go 

on trial in Las Vegas on unrelated charges of trying to pass $1.8 million 

in bad checks at casinos, but he has not been charged with wrongdoing 

in the federal contracts, nor has the government tried to get back any of 

the money it paid. He and his current lawyer declined to comment.” 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/20/us/politics/20data.html 

 

August 2013:  Montgomery representative Tim Blixseth contacts the 

Maricopa County, AZ Sheriff’s Office (MCSO) relating Dennis 

Montgomery’s claims of a government super-computer, “The Hammer” 

allegedly used to spy on Americans and illegally harvest data  

 

https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/joe-arpaios-posse-investigator-

mike-zullos-secret-recordings-7823417 

 

September 2013:  Montgomery contacts the MCSO and meets with 

investigator Mike Zullo and Det. Brian Mackiewicz at his home in 

Washington State, describing mass surveillance of Americans by “The 

Hammer” and purporting to possess evidence that approximately 

153,000 Maricopa County residents were victims of government-

instigated bank-account breaches.  Montgomery also speaks directly 

with Maricopa County Sheriff Joseph Arpaio: 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/07/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-

montgomery-and-changing-narratives/ 

https://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/20/us/politics/20data.html
https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/joe-arpaios-posse-investigator-mike-zullos-secret-recordings-7823417
https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/joe-arpaios-posse-investigator-mike-zullos-secret-recordings-7823417
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/07/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-montgomery-and-changing-narratives/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/07/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-montgomery-and-changing-narratives/


September 7, 2013:  Radio host Carl Gallups suggests a new line of 

investigation by the Cold Case Posse: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aXNwiWcVz0 

 

November 22, 2013:  In sworn testimony in a case in which he is a 

defendant, Montgomery states he went to work for Opspring, launched 

by Michael Sandoval, on April 6, 2006, three months after leaving 

eTreppid, with a “multimillion dollar employment contract.” 

 

He admits to establishing websites to allegedly expose “fraudulent and 

misleading business practices of Michael Sandoval and his company, 

Atigeo.” 

 

 
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/271353176/Atigeo-37-Montgomery-

Nov-13-Declaration-W-D-Wash-2-13-cv-01694-37 

 

Early 2014:  Arpaio hires Montgomery as a confidential informant to 

provide the evidence he claims to have on residents’ bank-account 

intrusions.   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aXNwiWcVz0
https://www.scribd.com/document/271353176/Atigeo-37-Montgomery-Nov-13-Declaration-W-D-Wash-2-13-cv-01694-37
https://www.scribd.com/document/271353176/Atigeo-37-Montgomery-Nov-13-Declaration-W-D-Wash-2-13-cv-01694-37


November 3, 2014:  As documented in court documents the following 

year, emails between Mackiewicz and Montgomery demonstrate 

Montgomery had not produced the claimed evidence despite having 

been paid to do so and that Mackieiwicz believed Montgomery had 

“lied” to the MCSO. 

 

 
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-

2-07-cv-02513-1166 

 

November 7, 2014:  At Arpaio’s request, former NSA program 

developers J. Kirk Wiebe, William Binney and Thomas Drake examine 

47 hard drives Montgomery provided to the MCSO purported to contain 

https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-2-07-cv-02513-1166
https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-2-07-cv-02513-1166


evidence of government surveillance.  An email from Mackiewicz to 

Montgomery’s attorney, Larry Klayman, copied to Zullo, Montgomery  

and one other party states, “After reviewing all the hard drives our 

experts concluded that Dennis Montgomery deliberately complied [sic] 

massive amounts of data on to these drives for the purpose of 

obfuscating the fact the data itself contained no evidence to support 

Dennis Montgomery’s claims.” 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-

2-07-cv-02513-1166 

 

 

November 14, 2014:  As Mackiewicz reported, Drake and Wiebe sign a 

report to Arpaio claiming the drives contain no useful data and further, 

label the data Montgomery provided "evidence of an outright and 

fraudulent con perpetrated on the government for personal gain and 

cover." 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/289508561/PX-2531-2013-11-13-

Drake-Wiebe-Letter-Re-Montgomery-Hard-Drives 

 

December 16, 2014:  In an email chain, Zullo chastises Montgomery, 

who was using the screen name “David Webb,” for turning over 

“worthless” information on hard drives to the MCSO as adjudged by 

former NSA program developers J. Kirk Wiebe and Thomas Drake.  

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-2-07-cv-02513-1166
https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-2-07-cv-02513-1166
https://www.scribd.com/document/289508561/PX-2531-2013-11-13-Drake-Wiebe-Letter-Re-Montgomery-Hard-Drives
https://www.scribd.com/document/289508561/PX-2531-2013-11-13-Drake-Wiebe-Letter-Re-Montgomery-Hard-Drives


 
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/289321096/PX-2935-2014-12-16-

Zullo-Mont-Mack-Email-Chain 

 

 

July 17, 2014:  An email from then-Fox News reporter Carl Cameron to 

Dennis Montgomery (aka David Webb) reveal Montgomery did not 

provide the evidence he promised to Cameron to support his claims.  

Cameron blames Montgomery for Fox News’s declination to run the 

story: 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/12/14/fox-news-considered-

montgomery-story-but-passed/ 

 

February 24, 2015:  Represented by Atty. Larry Klayman, Montgomery 

sues former New York Times author James Risen for defamation as a 

result of his book, “Pay Any Price” which contains a chapter (Chapter 2) 

about Montgomery’s work as a government contractor.   

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/289321096/PX-2935-2014-12-16-Zullo-Mont-Mack-Email-Chain
https://www.scribd.com/document/289321096/PX-2935-2014-12-16-Zullo-Mont-Mack-Email-Chain
https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/12/14/fox-news-considered-montgomery-story-but-passed/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/12/14/fox-news-considered-montgomery-story-but-passed/


In the chapter, Risen indicates he contacted Montgomery for comment 

before going to press and that Montgomery had never produced 

evidence that his software worked. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Pay-Any-Price-Greed-

Endless/dp/0544570359 

 

Montgomery fails to produce a copy of the software or source code, 

defying a court order. 

 

April 9, 2015:  Zullo states that Montgomery violated the terms of his 

“free talk” with the Arizona Attorney General’s office (p. 25): 

 

 

https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-

2-07-cv-02513-1166 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Pay-Any-Price-Greed-Endless/dp/0544570359
https://www.amazon.com/Pay-Any-Price-Greed-Endless/dp/0544570359
https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-2-07-cv-02513-1166
https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-2-07-cv-02513-1166


April 20, 2015:  Responding to an email from Montgomery’s then-

attorney Larry Klayman, Mike Zullo writes that “Mr. Montgomery’s 

behavior and lack of performance flies in the face of his numerous 

promises pledging to complete the work..” (p. 23): 

 

 
 

https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-

2-07-cv-02513-1166 

 

Week of November 2, 2015:  Zullo’s recordings of MCSO interviews 

with Montgomery are leaked to the Phoenix New Times and published. 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/11/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-

montgomery-and-changing-narratives-part-3/ 

  

https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-2-07-cv-02513-1166
https://www.scribd.com/document/271194289/Melendres-1166-D-Ariz-2-07-cv-02513-1166
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/11/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-montgomery-and-changing-narratives-part-3/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/11/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-montgomery-and-changing-narratives-part-3/


November 12 and 13, 2015:  In Melendres v. Arpaio, Zullo testifies in 

federal court as to Montgomery’s role as a confidential informant to the 

MCSO in 2014. 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2015/12/11/what-did-mike-zullo-say-in-

court-on-november-12/ 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/09/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-

montgomery-and-changing-narratives-part-2/ 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/08/04/the-dennis-montgomery-

story-continues-to-morph-but-to-what-end/ 

https://www.scribd.com/document/292580127/Melendres-v-Arpaio-

1548-Nov-12-2015-TRANSCRIPT-DAY-19-Evidentiary-Hearing-

Amended 

https://www.scribd.com/document/292578919/Melendres-v-Arpaio-

1549-Nov-13-2015-TRANSCRIPT-DAY-20-Evidentiary-Hearing 

 

November 16, 2015:  Stephen Lemons of the Phoenix New Times 

publishes article containing the leaked recordings. 

https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/joe-arpaios-posse-investigator-

mike-zullos-secret-recordings-7823417 

 

May 30, 2016:  Federal Judge G. Murray Snow writes in an opinion that 

Montgomery committed “fraud” against the Maricopa County Sheriff’s 

Office when he worked as a confidential informant:   

 

https://www.aclu.org/cases/ortega-melendres-et-al-v-arpaio-et-al
https://www.thepostemail.com/2015/12/11/what-did-mike-zullo-say-in-court-on-november-12/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2015/12/11/what-did-mike-zullo-say-in-court-on-november-12/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/09/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-montgomery-and-changing-narratives-part-2/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/07/09/zullo-on-the-hammer-dennis-montgomery-and-changing-narratives-part-2/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/08/04/the-dennis-montgomery-story-continues-to-morph-but-to-what-end/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2019/08/04/the-dennis-montgomery-story-continues-to-morph-but-to-what-end/
https://www.scribd.com/document/292580127/Melendres-v-Arpaio-1548-Nov-12-2015-TRANSCRIPT-DAY-19-Evidentiary-Hearing-Amended
https://www.scribd.com/document/292580127/Melendres-v-Arpaio-1548-Nov-12-2015-TRANSCRIPT-DAY-19-Evidentiary-Hearing-Amended
https://www.scribd.com/document/292580127/Melendres-v-Arpaio-1548-Nov-12-2015-TRANSCRIPT-DAY-19-Evidentiary-Hearing-Amended
https://www.scribd.com/document/292578919/Melendres-v-Arpaio-1549-Nov-13-2015-TRANSCRIPT-DAY-20-Evidentiary-Hearing
https://www.scribd.com/document/292578919/Melendres-v-Arpaio-1549-Nov-13-2015-TRANSCRIPT-DAY-20-Evidentiary-Hearing
https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/joe-arpaios-posse-investigator-mike-zullos-secret-recordings-7823417
https://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/news/joe-arpaios-posse-investigator-mike-zullos-secret-recordings-7823417


 
 

 

https://mediaassets.abc15.com/html/pdf/Melendres.PDF.pdf?_ga=1.125

221962.1714977591.1463180483 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2016/05/30/report-confidential-

informant-performed-forensic-analysis-of-obamas-long-form-birth-

certificate-image/ 

 

July 15, 2016:  In Montgomery v. Risen, U.S. District Court Judge 

Rudolph Contreras rules in favor of Risen, stating, “Several discovery 

disputes arose throughout this period, and were considered by 

Magistrate Judge Jonathan Goodman. Of most relevance to the merits of 

Montgomery's claims is Defendants' request that Montgomery produce 

the software that is the subject of the Chapter. As explained in more 

detail below, after initially objecting to that request, Montgomery 

eventually claimed that he had turned over the only copy of his software 

to the FBI, along with a large volume of other computer drives and 

electronic information, in connection with an unrelated criminal 

investigation. Magistrate Judge Goodman ordered Montgomery on more 

than one occasion to produce the software and to coordinate with the 

https://mediaassets.abc15.com/html/pdf/Melendres.PDF.pdf?_ga=1.125221962.1714977591.1463180483
https://mediaassets.abc15.com/html/pdf/Melendres.PDF.pdf?_ga=1.125221962.1714977591.1463180483
https://www.thepostemail.com/2016/05/30/report-confidential-informant-performed-forensic-analysis-of-obamas-long-form-birth-certificate-image/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2016/05/30/report-confidential-informant-performed-forensic-analysis-of-obamas-long-form-birth-certificate-image/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2016/05/30/report-confidential-informant-performed-forensic-analysis-of-obamas-long-form-birth-certificate-image/


FBI in locating the software, using his self-described right of continued 

access to the software. See Aug. 22, 2015 Post-Disc. Hr'g Order ¶ 6, 

ECF No. 107; Oct. 19, 2015 Post-Disc. Hr'g Order ¶¶ 2–4, ECF No. 154. 

Montgomery filed objections to those orders with the district court. See 

Pl.'s Obj. to Portions of Magistrate Judge's Order of Aug. 22, 2015, ECF 

No. 125; Pl.'s Obj. to Magistrate Judge's Order of Oct. 19, 2015 & Req. 

to Stay, ECF No. 164. In addition, Defendants eventually filed a motion 

for spoliation sanctions, arguing that Montgomery's Amended 

Complaint should be dismissed, and Defendants should be awarded 

attorneys' fees, as a consequence of his failure to produce the software. 

See Defs.' Mem. of Law Supp. Mot. for Sanctions, ECF No. 166; Pl.'s 

Praecipe, ECF No. 170. On January 5, 2016, Magistrate Judge Goodman 

held a lengthy hearing on the sanctions motion. See Tr. of Misc. Mot. 

Hr'g ("Sanctions Hr'g Tr."), ECF No. 230.” 

 

https://casetext.com/case/montgomery-v-risen-

8?q=dennis%20montgomery&PHONE_NUMBER_GROUP=C&sort=re

levance&p=2&type=case 

 

 

  

https://casetext.com/case/montgomery-v-risen-8?q=dennis%20montgomery&PHONE_NUMBER_GROUP=C&sort=relevance&p=2&type=case
https://casetext.com/case/montgomery-v-risen-8?q=dennis%20montgomery&PHONE_NUMBER_GROUP=C&sort=relevance&p=2&type=case
https://casetext.com/case/montgomery-v-risen-8?q=dennis%20montgomery&PHONE_NUMBER_GROUP=C&sort=relevance&p=2&type=case


March 14, 2017:  Fanning and Jones have a conversation with Zullo in 

which Zullo states he will be breaking a story on Montgomery’s 

allegations in the near future.  Zullo asks Fanning and Jones not to 

divulge the contents of the conversation until after he has released the 

information.   

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/12/08/bringing-down-the-hammer-

on-fake-news/ 

 

March 17, 2017:  Rather than honoring Zullo’s request, Fanning and 

Jones issue their first article on “The Hammer.”  

 

[As of 12:50 p.m. EST 01-17-2021, their website is down again] 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/12/02/the-hammer-montgomery-

the-man-in-the-middle/ 

 

March 19 and 20, 2017, early afternoon:  Zullo and Dr. Jerome Corsi 

are guests on Alex Jones’s “Infowars” to discuss data Montgomery 

initially provided after contacting the MCSO about alleged government-

instigated bank-account breaches and identity theft: 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2017/03/19/dr-jerome-corsi-mike-zullo-

speak-dragnet-database/ 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2017/03/20/mike-zullo-dr-jerome-corsi-

infowars-live-monday-afternoon/ 

 

March 19, 2017, evening:  Lt. Gen. Thomas McInerney (Ret) reads 

article on “The Hammer” published at The American Report on Dave 

Janda’s “Operation Freedom” radio program “for the first time on radio 

or TV,” according to Janda 

 

https://davejanda.com/?s=McInerney+March+19%2C+2017 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/12/08/bringing-down-the-hammer-on-fake-news/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/12/08/bringing-down-the-hammer-on-fake-news/
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https://www.infowars.com/show/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2017/03/19/dr-jerome-corsi-mike-zullo-speak-dragnet-database/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2017/03/19/dr-jerome-corsi-mike-zullo-speak-dragnet-database/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2017/03/20/mike-zullo-dr-jerome-corsi-infowars-live-monday-afternoon/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2017/03/20/mike-zullo-dr-jerome-corsi-infowars-live-monday-afternoon/
https://davejanda.com/?s=McInerney+March+19%2C+2017


November 17, 2017:  A three-judge appellate panel upholds Contreras’s 

ruling in Risen, stating: 

 

This is Montgomery's defamation case—he chose to bring it. To 

sustain it against a motion for summary judgment, he would have 

had to marshal sufficient evidence to create a triable issue for a 

jury as to each element of his claim. The district court held that he 

failed to take the basic steps necessary to do so. Critically, he 

produced virtually no evidence of the software's functionality to 

factually rebut Risen's statements that it never worked as 

Montgomery said it did. 

Risen's reporting is, at its core, about how authorities at the highest 

levels of government fell for a "ruse," id. at 32: software that could 

never be verified. This lawsuit, too, has been defined by the 

software's persistent absence. That lacuna in the record dooms 

Montgomery's case. We affirm the district court's well-reasoned 

grant of summary judgment in favor of Defendants. 

… 

Montgomery intimates that, if the court deems the software to be 

material, he should not be held to his burden because the software 

is classified and so he cannot produce it. See Appellant's Br. 48-49. 

As an initial matter, there is reason to doubt that the software is, in 

fact, classified. See Montgomery , 197 F.Supp.3d at 243-44 ; see 

also J.A. 806 (excluding the software from a motion for a 

protective order filed by the United States in litigation in federal 

court in Nevada between Montgomery and his former employer). 

Even if the software is or was classified, Montgomery failed to 

take any steps to join issue on whether classification impermissibly 

obstructed his ability to satisfy his burden. Analysis of what record 

evidence suffices to avoid summary judgment is context-

dependent, and we need not decide here what might have been 

enough. But it is clear that there were multiple avenues open to 

https://casetext.com/case/montgomery-v-risen-8#p243


Montgomery to try to make the required showing, either directly or 

indirectly. He pursued none. 

https://casetext.com/case/montgomery-v-risen-6 

 

 

 

October 20, 2020:  Former Sheriff Joseph Arpaio releases a memoir, 

"Sheriff Joseph Arpaio: And American Legend" in which he writes 

extensively about Montgomery's work for the Maricopa County Sheriff's 

Office as a confidential informant: 

 

“Montgomery claimed he was the architect who developed the software 

to ‘unlock’ logins and passwords to cell phones, bank records, email, 

and credit card accounts of millions of Americans.  With Montgomery’s 

program (known as ‘Prism’ in intelligence circles), intelligence agencies 

had the ability, through a massive government supercomputer assembled 

in Ft. Washington, Maryland, to do the calculations necessary to apply 

10 million password combinations per minute, thus using sheer brute 

force computing horsepower to unlock citizens’ private accounts at will. 

This massive supercomputer was known as ‘The Hammer’ and, 

allegedly, it is still in use today…” 

“There were many times, to be perfectly frank, that he would string us 

along for as long as he could before giving us the information, then only 

to squeeze more money out of us.  Zullo would frequently contact me, 

concerned by the self-described highly erratic computer genius that was 

Montgomery. Most law enforcement professionals know that paid 

informants are not always reliable. Montgomery would promise he was 

‘days away’ from producing critical information, continuing to make 

sure his funding continued, but then would never deliver the goods. In 

my opinion, there were many indicators that Montgomery was 

potentially a con man, but there was enough truth in the evidence 

presented to Zullo and my detective Brian Mackiewicz that warranted us 

https://casetext.com/case/montgomery-v-risen-6


to keep paying him. He always promised the next set of deliverables 

days away, and it always cost the county more money than we expected. 

“I’ve never trusted Montgomery—and neither did Zullo, but we knew 

there was enough truth in his claims to continue to pursue the facts. 

There’s no doubt Montgomery had ‘some’ credible information to allege 

‘The Hammer’ was used on my office and my personal cell phone. In 

addition to those bombshell claims, Montgomery stated to us that he had 

collected sensitive information on 153,000 Maricopa County residents 

on behalf of the NSA, such as recorded telephone calls, emails, bank 

logins and passwords, and credit card information. Once again, I had a 

duty to protect my county residents.” 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/11/11/why-is-the-hammer-

resurfacing-now/ 

 

2020:  Montgomery establishes the website “Blxware.org,” accusing 

Edra Blixseth of having engaged "in illegal FBI/CIA/NSA domestic 

surveillance programs."  Montgomery uses the site to purportedly raise 

money to “Expose the truth about Hammer and Scorecard,” a campaign 

which has reportedly garnered $67,022 of a $100,000 goal as of January 

18, 2021. 

https://givesendgo.com/GXBZ 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/11/11/why-is-the-hammer-resurfacing-now/
https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/11/11/why-is-the-hammer-resurfacing-now/
https://blxware.org/
https://givesendgo.com/GXBZ


 

 

The GiveSendGo campaign follows a GoFundMe page wherein 

Montgomery raised a reported $14,000 by the time it was shut down on 

or about November 13, 2020. 

 

https://www.thepostemail.com/2020/11/13/dennis-montgomery-

gofundme-page-removed/ 

 

November 10, 2020:  As Fanning and Jones frequently assert on their 

website, Janda states on his program, “The Hammer…is the key to the 

coup,” also connecting it to the criminal prosecution of Lt. Gen. Michael 

T. Flynn (Ret), Trump’s first national-security adviser 

 

https://thedailycoin.org/2020/11/10/hammering-the-key-to-the-coup-

videos/ 
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November 13, 2020:  McInerney interviews with OANN on “Hammer 

and Scorecard” 

 

https://davejanda.com/oann-hammer-scorecard-general-tom-mcinerney/ 

 

Download Timeline: https://www.thepostemail.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Litigation-

History-02-10-2021.pdf 
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